Cerebrovascular magnetic resonance angiography: a critical verification.
Because simultaneous noninvasive noncontrast imaging of cervical and cerebral vasculature and brain is possible with magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and imaging (MRI), the following study was undertaken from July 1990 to January 1992. One hundred twenty-eight patients were examined with General Electric 1.5 Tesla MRI systems. Axially acquired volumetric three-dimensional time-of-flight MRA with 0.7 mm3 voxel size with regional maximum intensity projection after processing followed a two-dimensional time-of-flight localizing sequence. These two MRA sequences combined with spin-echo parenchymal brain MRI were compared with duplex scans, contrast angiograms, and surgical findings. Blinded readings by a radiologist and vascular surgeon allowed comparison of grades of luminal diameter narrowing (normal, mild, moderate, severe, and occluded) seen on MRA to be compared with those of Doppler and contrast angiography. Excluding 12 nondiagnostically imaged internal carotid arteries (10 MRA) and limiting duplex correlation to within 5 days of the MRA examination allowed critical appraisal of 182 internal carotid arteries. Exact correlation of grade of stenosis was obtained by the radiologist in 136 (74.7%) of 182 arteries and the surgeon in 138 (75.8%) of 182 arteries. Spearman rank correlation analysis found rank correlation coefficients of 0.88 (p < 0.001) and 0.83 (p < 0.001), respectively, for the radiologist and vascular surgeon. Disagreement one category apart was found by the radiologist in 35 studies (19.3%) and the surgeon in 28 studies (15.4%). Two or more grades of disagreement were found by the radiologist in 11 studies (6%) and the surgeon in 16 studies (8.8%). Contrast angiogram-MRA agreement was found in 86% of 36 internal carotid arteries. The degree of stenosis detected by MRA was concordant with surgical findings in 39 of 40 patients. Thus MRA emerges as a useful and accurate method of obtaining cerebrovascular evaluation in clinical practice.